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For which of these scenarios is total internal reflection possible?

Mature Dream Description — (See Fresh)Fruit Dream Description — (Dried fruits; Fresh fruits) Represents a sweet fruit, blessing, knowledge or money in a dream. Even sour tasting fruit means the same when it suits the taste of the person who eats in his dream. If a sour tasting fruit does not agree with the taste of perbond in the dream, then it means illegal gain or aggravating of
the disease. Eating or drinking any by-product made of fruit in a dream means facing debt or difficulties in a foreign country. Seeing the fruit that a person prefers most in their dream represents the gain from one's own sweat, and that win will be equal to the effort to win them over. In a dream, an oversized fruit is a deed to gains that have not yet been purified from charity. In a
dream, a fruit without seeds or body represents success and legal gain. Fruit Dream Sit description — If the dream sees a tree that fruits in the warm weather that fruits in winter, it will mean that no one will relate to someone who has hoped to do business, but that their friendship will end in a waste of time and money. In a dream, plucking fruit from another tree from its own tree
means a good brother, an honest partner, or a profitable partnership. Wild fruits found in the mountains or steppes in a dream represent the innate art, talent and knowledge given directly from God, and no other teacher has a right to do so. Figs seen in dreams represent the best of the fruits seen in the dream. Fresh fruits seen in dreams, dried fruits mean savings, while the
money that does not last long. In a dream, fruits for a poor man lead to abundance and the increase of wealth for a rich man. If someone were to dream about a rain of fruit, they'd be well-know for their good deeds. (See also Apricot; Dried fruit; Fruit seller)Fruit Dream Description — Eating un seasonal fruit in a dream means abundance and comfort. A fruit that grows or is plucked
from the cluster or plucked as a bunch in a dream means love and unity. Fruits imported in a dream represent the countries of origin. Seeing fruit in a dream is a sign of one's wife, children, business deals, ex-exchange of information, good jobs, family reunion, weddings, getting rid of illness or recovering lost money. The grapes seen in the dream represent wine and watermean,
an alcoholic drink fermented from juices. In a dream, you tried to take a fruit from a tree and fight against a righteous man. Green Fruit Dream Description - If green fruit is seen, it suggests wealth that will be of no benefit to the observer. Seeing yellow fruit such as apples, apricots, pears, saffron, etc. in a dream points out that the observer of this dream will get sick. Fruit pickle
Dream Description — (Condidied) Pickled fruit in a dream, Imitating bad people, wasting their money stupidly, or breaking your promise. Pickled fruit in mustard in a dream means telling the truth or telling the truth at an inappropriate time, then being rejected. (See also <a0><a1></a Pickles; Protects) The Dream Description of Non-Trees Carrying Fruit — They symbolize a person
with little or no benefit. Fruit seller Dream Description — (Fruit) In a dream, a fruit seller represents a trusted person entrusted to people's money and privacy. In a dream, a fruit seller represents a good person if he doesn't get paid for his fruit. Seeing a fruit seller in a dream is also interpreted as listening to a valuable lesson or listening to a poignant sermon, or listening to an official
report from the government given by a private announcer, or marriage, children, money coming fast and valuable efforts. (See also Fruit) Jujube Dream Description — (Fruit) In a dream, jujube fruit represents a noble, strong and cheerful person who benefits people and is firm and patient in the face of adisance. Sucking the juice out of jujube fruit in a dream means gaining
strength. In a dream, a jujube fruit also represents the fingers of a woman applying henna to her hands for a wedding or a religious ceremony. (See also <a0><a1></a Henna; Jujube tree)Banana Dream Description - banana tree symbolizes a rich, religious and polite person. It's one of the nobledest trees. Seeing bananas in a dream is a particularly good omen because it is made
an exception for this fruit by ancient Arabs, regardless of its yellow color, which in other cases always symbolizes the disease. Bananas are a good dream even if they're not ripe or have a sour taste. • Banana meal: (1) For an earthly person: Benefits and desires will be fulfilled.  (2) For a religious individual: A stronger faith. • A banana tree growing in a house: A boy will be born in
that house. Fresh products Dream Description — (Moist; Food; Moist; Produce; Mature; Tender) Fresh vegetables or fruits seen in a dream represent a political appointment in a populated village or small town. Eating fresh products out of season in a dream is a disease. As for a merchant, eating fresh fruit in a dream means gain and abundance. Fresh or ripened fruits in a dream,
for good reason, spiritual awareness, victory against your enemy, chastity, legal gain or trouble. Eating a fruit ripened in a dream can also mean a miraculous recovery from the disease and a blessing. Dough Dream Description - Seeing dough in a person's dream is a messenger to many children that the observer will father. If they have fruit trees, that means the trees will come
with plenty of fruit. Medlar tree Dream Description — (Crab apple; Crataegus azarolus; Mespilus germanica) Eating a bitter tasting apple like A yellow, spoiled or immatur dream, which is also used in the canning of the medlar tree or such varieties, also means a disease. The more color it is in a dream, the more pain and suffering such a disease suffers. Eating green medlar fruit in
a dream is not such a danger. Eating yellowy fruit in a dream is a disease other than citron, apple or lotus fruit. Apricot Dream Description — In a dream, apricot tree is said to represent hypocrisy, because in a dream it means yellow disease, and hypocrisy is a disease. Seeing an apricot tree in a dream also represents a rich woman. Plucking apricots from a tree in a dream can
also mean marrying such a woman. Harvesting any fruit that carries a tree during the dream season means pleasure and work, except for the mulch tree, because labor here means boredom or a waste of time. In a dream, plucking apricots from an apple tree is also felt in the lalaladaladaladal to influence unfair rules to others. In general, yellow-colored fruit in the dream means
disease. In a dream, a taste of fruit is a sign of boredom and grief. In a dream, apricots are also meant to fear, to control everything, to things that are back to normal, or to make pleasant gains. (See also Fruit) When Dreams Are The Strongest Dream Description - It should be noted that the most authentic dreams are dreams seen in the second part of the night and during
Qayloolah (midday sleep) and during the day. Dreams are also very strong during the fruit ripening season and fruit sales season. The most inappropriate time when dreams don't mean much is in winter and when the rain is near. Harvest Dream Description — • Plants harvested in the market: People are prosperous and happy, which will benefit a lot. • The people of the region,
not any foreigners, harvested in a mosque or similar place: Blessings and rewards. • Harvest in the fields when plants mature: A good dream or means that pests will attack cultivated areas. Nabeq Tree Dream Description - nabeq tree, or thorn of Christ, means wealth or pie piet. For etymological reasons, a nabeq means a stop. Nabeq himself, cherry like lotus, jujube, or fruit of
the lote tree, represents a commendable man, in view of the nosyness and essence power of his tree. This means money and abundance, especially mature. Although yellow, pallor does no harm. It's a unique fruit. For those who are after earthly life, this represents money. It means more religion and steepness for the suffering people. Event - Hazrat Solomon Dream Description
— A man said to the prophet Son of The Prophet David, let them both have peace: I saw a garden full of fruit trees. There were a lot of pigs in that garden eating their fruit, and a big pig sitting in a chair said to me, O man, this orchard belongs to these pigs. Solomon replied: The great pig represents an unjust ruler, and the little pigs who eat from that garden, with his permission,
are scholars who receive their rewards for changing the law to their own taste. These are the ones who sell the reward of the Hereire for the price of this world and do not think about the punishment for God's sins. Buckthorn Tree Dream Description — (Genus Zizyphus; Jujube tree; Lotus tree; Shrubs) In a dream, this warm climate thorn family tree that grows dates like fruit
represents a noble and generous woman, or a noble and generous man. Green color is such a big person. Seeing a thorn tree in a dream means rising at the station, developing pie pieism and gaining knowledge. Eating fruit in a dream means a patient can be a victim. Climbing a thorn tree in a dream means depression and boredom. Keywords of this dream: Mature Green Mango
Tree (Arabic Gum; Paints; Mimoza tree; Ornamental flowers; Perfume) Seeing this tree in a dream means behaving with stinginess, evil and the actions of those who are in the fire of hell.... Islamic Dream Interpretation Seen in a Dream The apple tree seen in a dream represents a good man who serves his community and cares about him. (See also Tree)... Islamic Dream
Interpretation (See Olive tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Camphor)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... A man who surrounds the streets in a dream represents a guide or adviser who advises people, strives for reconciliation and peace, experiments with the good and avoids evil.... Islamic Dream Interpretation (Pitch; Resin) In a dream, the conifer tree travels.
(See also Resin)... The sight of a crack in the tree in the dream means that one's family members will support him.... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation Is a pleasant dream for both the living and the dead because it is the color of the people of Green Jannah.... Islamic Dream Interpretation (Cypress; Pine) In a dream, an evergreen tree
represents a beautiful woman or a man who does not follow his words, or the journey can mean a child, a longevity or a generous son. (See also Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Oak tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Camphor)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Garden herbs;
Lentils; Eva)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (Fertile; Good harvest; Longevity; It's heaven, it's Youth) Wearing green clothes in a dream is a sign of pieism, pie pie assiduity and commitment. Green silky garments are the robes of heaven's followers. The fact that someone sees that they are wearing a green raiment in their dream means that they live in a good state and benefit from
what they do in the world. This can also mean that the deceased is inherited. As for the deceased himself, it could also mean that he left this world in the ranks of martyrdom. All green clothing seen in a dream represents the benefit. In a dream, green is interpreted as a submission to god's will. (See also <a0><a1></a Apparel)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Ekin)... Islamic
Dream Interpretation If green fruit is seen, it shows that there is a wealth that will be of no use to the observer.... Islamic Dream Interpretation Will marry a woman with a charming persona and a sweet, singing voice.... Islamic Dream Interpretation The person who fully understands what people are saying and understands reasoning. And when he speaks, he supports his speech
with good logic and evidence. He also has a good and clean heart ... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Nursery)... Islamic Dream Interpretation Seen in a Dream While a hazelnut tree represents a mature and powerful person, its fruit represents money. But throwing nuts at someone in a dream means he hears death by stoned him. (See Hazelnut; Grinding)... Islamic Dream
Interpretation in a Dream The jujube tree in a dream represents a wise man looking handsome. (See Buckthorn; Jujube; Lot tree; Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation Seen in a Dream A lemon tree represents a man who serves and benefits others, or an auspicious and pleasant woman with an eccentric idea about herself. (See also lemon; Lime; Tree)... Islamic Dream
Interpretation (Heavens; Highest goal; Conclusion) Seeing the heavenly Lut tree in a dream means achieving one's highest goal and achieving the ultimate promise. (See also Buckthorn; Lotus tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (Lotus; Jujube tree) In a dream lotus tree means money and gain. Eating fruit from its fruit in a dream means having a good spirit and a commendable
religious stance, or that if it is to qualify for a leadership, it will reach out to it. In a dream, a lotus tree is also a noble tree. As for religious people, seeing a lotus tree in a dream means spiritual development, and gaining power for a ruler. (See also Jujube tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Mulch)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Mill)... The Mimoza Tree seen in the dream
is stingy, evil and act through the actions of those who are in the fire of hell. (See also Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation Symbolizes a person who has little or no benefit.... Islamic Dream Interpretation A tree that smells bad symbolizes a bad person that the observer will encounter.... Islamic Dream (See Oil; Olives)... Islamic dream
interpretation seen in a dream (Date Palm) In a dream, the palm tree represents a master, a syc pedigree, a noble man, or a wise man who gives his knowledge and wisdom to others. Cutting down a palm tree in a dream is like delalate to the death of a man like that. Seeing a palm tree or oasis or palm tree planted in a dream means leading people and guiding them down the
straight path. If a merchant or trader sees a palm tree in his dream, it means business success. If a tradesman sees a palm tree in his dream, it also means gain. In a dream, the dead and dried palm tree is hypocritical. Dismantling a palm tree in a dream means that a plague will fall on that place, or it can mean suffering from the tyranny of an unjust ruler. Dismantling a palm tree in
a dream can mean a dead end to one's plans, or a disagreement. In the dream, the palm tree represents one's aunt from the father. The dream palm trees also represent Arab women. You will tell the truth that a sapling has become a great palm tree in a dream, and that a child in that community will grow up to be a great scholar. It also means that a weak person will grow in
strength. Seeing a palm tree in a dream means longevity, giving birth to a scholar, a teacher, child, spouse, home, property, king, a year, new clothing, money or children. In a dream, sediing or sediing a palm tree is about delalela, which depends on one's work or travels. (See also: Palmyra; Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation Seen in a Dream The palmyra tree seen in the dream
represents a wise man, poet or astronomer. (See also Palm tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation is interpreted from 5 sides: religion, [something] wanted, good de will, good, prosperity and comfort.... Islamic Dream - Jafar-i Sadiq (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (see Evergreen; Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Fresh)...
Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islam II. Dream Interpretation The good deeds of Allah Ta'ala are gratifying that Allah Ta'ala accepts and will gain popularity, dignity and dignity in this world as a result of his good behavior. At other times, seeds can be interpreted as one's child, provided that the area where the seeds are planted is seen in its entirety and is familiar with
it.... Islamic Dream Interpretation Observer will meet a man of honor, honesty and respect.... Islamic Dream Interpretation (see Tamarisk; Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation If a thorn tree is seen in The Drama, the observer of the dream says that the damage caused by a man will suffer. It could also be a preliminary warning of an impending disaster.... Islamic Dream
Interpretation Seen in a Dream The apple tree seen in a dream represents a good man who serves and cares for his community. In a dream, a crack in a tree represents members of a family who will support him. A palmyra tree The dream represents a wise man, a poet or an astronomer. Seeing someone or sitting under them in a dream means meeting a person like that. Seeing
an oak tree in a dream can mean snow, prosperity, honor, relationships with careless people living in the mountains, or perhaps visiting righteous people or a waiver of living in desolate or desolate ruins. The dream mimoza tree follows stinginess, evil or the actions of hell's fire. A thorn tree that grows like fruit in a dream represents a noble and generous woman, or it can represent
a noble and generous man. It's green, the bigger the person. Seeing this tree in a dream is about delalalalalala, who will rise at the station, learn and grow in pie pie pie. Eating fruit in a dream is a disease. Climbing this tree in a dream is stress and difficulty. If a man accepts the state of alertness of a tree, if he or she sees the same thing in his dream, it means that this is how it will
continue. In general, trees in the dream represent women or men of different anger or personalities. The trees seen in the dream also represent fights. Unknown trees mean boredom, anxiety, distress and fear, especially if he sees them in the dark in his dream. Sitting in the shade of a tree in a dream means profit and money, or it can mean dependence on people in authority, or
making friends with rich people for their money. As for someone who follows the path of innovation, it means that he will repent and follow the path of truth. Taking refuge under a tree without carrying fruit in a dream is delate to pursue something that will not be of any comfort or benefit. Scented trees, flowering trees, a Moringa tree or a henna plant represent people who teach
knowledge, religious sypl kin, teachers or preachers who they are impractical in their dream. When it comes to citrus trees in a dream, they represent virtuous people who practice their sermons, wise men and people with internal and external awareness. Dreamy palm trees, walnut trees or similar trees represent people from the upper social class where no one can get anything,
or even anyone else is trying to ask them for anything. When it comes to poplar trees, evergreen cypress trees, or dreamy trees, it represents stinginess and avariness. Any maple or other tree that renews its leaves every year in a dream represents poverty, wealth, memorization, forgetfulness, celebrations or sadness. Any large tree that does not shed its leaves in winter in a
dream, longevity, wealth, jealousy or perseverance in one's religion. Climbing a tree in a dream means escaping danger or avoiding something alarming. When a person dreams of seeing an unknown tree inside his house, the fire can consume such a house or a fight The family is separate. Common species of dreamy trees and city trees represent enemies or men seeking legal
gain. Planting saplings in a dream means marrying an inn from a well-known family and gaining rank. Trees seen in a sycamore, sycamore or dream represent large, powerful and famous men who are not rich. In a dream, a thorny tree represents a bewildered man. If a man cuts down a tree in a dream, it means his wife's death or violation of a contract or breaking a treaty. If a tree
dries in a dream, it means that a passenger will die in an accident or a sick person may die of illness. When a person dreams of seeing a king or a man in charge who has emblems on the trunk of a tree, he sees that no one is designing a plan to destroy anyone. If he cuts with a rake or sickle in a dream, it means he demands something, the other side can't deliver. If someone
takes money from a tree in their dream, they'll make legal and blessed money from people who deal with the same kind of trees, or they'll live around them. In a dream, planting a tree in a man's garden means giving birth to a child. A sycamore tree represents longevity. Peach or plum trees in a dream represent a short life. Seeing a group of trees surrounded by aromatic plants in
a dream comes with a delale that a group of men will come together to mourn someone or grieve for a loss. In a dream, a tree leaf represents money. In a man's dream, the tree in front of his house represents his curve or servant. The female tree inside the house represents a woman, and the male tree represents a male. It's a bad omen to see a forbidden tree in a dream. To see
in a dream by the tree on which God speaks to Moses is a closeness to Allah, with peace on it. In a dream, a dead tree is a source of fuel. To sit in the shade of a tree with a group of people, to praise and glorify god's qualities in a dream, is to receive the blessings of Allah in this world and in the Hereafter. Seeing the celestial TUba tree in a dream means a good end, or living an
ordeal, or it can mean helping others. Seeing a mountain tree in a dream means supererogatory commitment, work or unexpected profits. In a dream, a palm tree represents a good, true word. It also represents ... Islamic Dream Interpretation in A Dream (Leaf) Tree leaves represent sadness, except for the leaves of a fig tree.... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Sheep; Trotter)...
Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation The growth of unknown greens in a place that doesn't normally grow like a house or a masjid makes you think that a man will come to you either to look for his daughter's hand or to start a business or in marriage. Islamic Dream Interpretation A man who surrounds the streets in a dream represents a man who
accepts a guide, a sheahi, a spiritual guide, a preacher, a teacher, a peace fulm and a man who accepts the good and throws out the bad.... Islamic Dream Interpretation (See Tree)... Islamic Dream Interpretation Means that by pulling water from the well and watering the roots of a tree, one can use one's wealth to raise and educate orphans.... Islamic Dream Interpretation Review
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